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The format of this talk

4 sections / 5 slides in each
The Future
The Emerging Reality
The Buddhism of the Future
Teaching the Buddhism of the Future



The Future



Design, Foresight + Strategic Planning

Humans are designers. We…

• imagine the future.

• set goals.

• make plans.

• measure our progress.

• adjust our course.

This systems approach is 
fundamental to design process.
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The future of education technology

Your future classroom

• Digitized

• Gamified

• Open information

• Disintermediated

• Virtual/Physical 
studios

• Tangible + Haptic 
computing
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65% of today’s 
grade school 
kids will end up 
at jobs that 
haven’t been 
invented yet.

US Department of Labor

2012



Envisioning emerging technologies

How do we now see the future?

A quick interactive tour from envisioning.io
https://viz.envisioning.io/wgs-agri/
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https://viz.envisioning.io/wgs-agri/


A concise and definitive overview

METASCAN3
Emerging technologies

A foresight study exploring how 
emerging technologies will shape the 
economy and society and the 
challenges and opportunities they will 
create.
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Oops, wrong paradigm!

Techno utopia assumes no 
system shocks and unlimited 
resources for growth.

Emerging technologies are 
inherently disruptive.

We have a huge blind spot for 
unintended consequences.

Wicked problems are complex.
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The 
Emerging 

Reality



Our collective suffering is about to get
a whole lot worse

The First Noble Truth, updated
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Welcome to the Anthropocene

The Second Noble Truth, updated
We made this mess
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Beyond anxiety, grief, despair + protest

The Third Noble Truth, updated
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Positive action

The Fourth Noble Truth, updated
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Enlightenment must now be crowdsourced

Buddhist perspectives

Interbeing balancing Non-attachment
No self Extinguishing
Collective karma Serenity
Bodhisattva vows Insight
The Pure Land Samsara is illusory
The Bodhimandala No birth or death
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The Buddhism 
of the Future



Maladaptive responses 11

Chillax!



Hopeful signs 12



Bodhisattva 4.0

A little less non-attachment and a little 
more engagement, please

My recent contribution to Buddhist 
activist scholarship

108 reflections in 12 sections, focusing 
on emerging technologies, social justice 
and sustainable development

500+ resources for further study and 
networking
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The Buddhist Center
Environmental Action Plan Toolkit

The time for noble sentiments from A-list Buddhists 
and exhortations to individuals is over

It’s time for

• system change

• specific, measurable, achievable, realistic, timely 
(SMART) goals

• actual projects by Buddhist centers like Green Gulch 
Farm, empowered by this free, customizable 
template, that has been shared with 400+ Buddhist 
community leaders and media outlets
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Interfaith initiatives

They’re out there, but…

ARC just closed after 23 years

All these groups receive very limited 
Buddhist involvement

Secular climate action organizations 
greatly outnumber religious ones
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Teaching the 
Buddhism of the 

Future



Engaged Buddhism

If Buddhist practice is predicated on 
seeing reality for what it is, this is 
the reality it must see.

If the Bodhisattva Vow is about 
saving all beings, this is what it must 
mean.

If Buddhist Studies is to remain 
relevant, this is what it must focus 
on.

Anything else is irresponsible.

In acts of kindness, we find joy.
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Chaplaincy

A new form of Buddhist 
leadership

Buddhists in action in the 
community

Often non-aligned, so 
othered by clergy

Educational issues –
fulltime postgrad program

No guarantees of job 
security

Relegated to volunteering
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What about the past? 18
Do we really need more 
studies of ancient history?

Where is nature in our 
views on intersectionality? 

Are these relevant to 
practice or scholasticism?



Be like Johnny Appleseed

The past infuses each moment. But 
we must draw inspiration from the 
future we wish to inhabit and take 
the practical steps needed to 
achieve it.

Plant the seeds of enlightenment in 
your students; care for the saplings.

Find joy in knowing you are helping 
to create a sustainable future for all.
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Ksitigarbha, Bodhisattva for our time

Resumé highlights
Earth Treasury Bodhisattva

Willing to work in hell

Protector of children

Refuge for the grief-stricken

Dharma holder until Maitreya

The Bodhisattva of the Future
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Thank you

John Negru
john@sumeru-books.com


